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Abstract
SingleNV centers in diamond coupled by hyperfine interaction (hfi) to neighboring 13Cnuclear spins
are nowwidely used in emerging quantum technologies as elements of quantummemory adjusted to
a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center electron spin qubit. For nuclear spinswith lowflip-flop rate, single
shot readout was demonstrated under ambient conditions. Herewe report on a systematic search for
such stableNV−13C systems using density functional theory to simulate the hfi and spatial
characteristics of all possibleNV−13C complexes in theH-terminated cluster C510[NV]

-H252 hosting
theNV center. Alongwith the expected stable ‘NV-axial−13C’ systemswherein the 13C nuclear spin is
located on theNV axis, we found for the first time new families of positions for the 13C nuclear spin
exhibiting negligible hfi-induced flipping rates due to near-symmetric local spin density distribution.
Spatially, these positions are located in the diamond bilayer passing through the vacancy of theNV
center and being perpendicular to theNV axis. Analysis of available publications showed that,
apparently, some of the predicted non-axial near-stableNV−13C systems have already been observed
experimentally. A special experiment performed on one of these systems confirmed the predic-
tionmade.

1. Introduction

Hybrid spin systems consisting of the electronic spin (e-spin) S=1 of single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in
diamond coupled to the intrinsic nuclear spin (n-spin) of its ownnitrogen atomand, potentially, to nearby
n-spins of isotopic 13C atoms presenting in the diamond lattice, are nowwidely used to implement room-
temperature quantum technologies for quantum information processing, sensing andmetrology (see, e.g.,
recent reviews [1–5]). In these systems, the 14N/15N or 13C n-spins, with their excellent coherence times, serve as
quantummemories accessed via themore easily-controllable e-spin of theNV center that possesses the property
of optical pumping and e-spin-projection-dependent fluorescence, allowing its initialization and readout even
at room temperature. Currently, the techniques for creating a given spin state of e−n 14NV/15NVorNV−13C
spin complexes aswell as coherentmanipulation of their states to implement one- and two-qubit gates are well
established [2, 3]. An essential prerequisite for high-fidelity spinmanipulationwith tailored-control pulse
sequences is a complete knowledge of the hyperfine interactions (hfi) in such spin systems, which split theNV
e-spin sublevelsmS=±1 and can induce stochastic n-spin flipping that violate its coherence. The absence of the
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last process is of great importance formany quantum-technology applications of e−n spin systems in diamond
benefiting from the long coherence time of n-spins. In particular, this is the case for the 14NV/15NV systems
because in these the quantization axes for theNV e-spin and the 14N/15Nn-spins coincide, the respective hfi
matrices are intrinsically diagonal, and hence these n-spins are not subjected to hfi-induced flip-flops.

In turn, the I= 1/2 spins of 13C atoms, presenting in the diamond lattice with the probability 1.1%under
natural conditions andwithmuch smaller probability in isotopically engineered diamond samples [6], allow an
increase in the number of ‘working’n-spins. This is important formanyNV applications, in particular, for
implementation of smallmulti-qubit quantum registers [1–3] and quantummemories [7], or for quantum error
correction [8]which protects quantum states by encoding a logical qubit inmultiple physical qubits. Distant 13C
n-spins located somewhat far from theNV center are especially suitable for these purposes since they do not
dephase under theNV center spin. Suchweakly-coupled n-spins can be detected and characterized
experimentally [9–13] using dynamical decouplingmethods [14–16] that, in particular, allow direct probing of
their stochastic flip-flop dynamics resulting from hfiwith theNV center [17].

Among various hfi-coupledNV−13C spin systemswith different positions of the 13Cn-spin in the diamond
lattice, there are several positions located at theNV axis [9, 18–20]wherein, by analogywith the 14N/15N e−n
spin systems, the 13C n-spin does not undergo hfi-induced flip-flops due to the coincidence of the e- and n-spins’
quantization axes. The nearest-to-the-vacancy ‘axial’ 13C position for such an ‘NV-axial−13C’ system exhibiting
strongest hfiwith theNV center is disposed at the distance of about 6.5 Å from theN atomon the vacancy side at
theNV axis [18]. In [18], for this specific ‘NV-axial−13C’ spin system, the characteristic zero-field hfi-induced
splitting= 187 kHz of the substatesmS=±1, was predicted by density functional theory (DFT) simulation of
theH-terminated cluster C291[NV]

-H172 hosting theNV center.More recently [19, 20], analogousDFT
simulation of hfi characteristics has been done for the larger C510[NV]

-H252 clusters, and the spatial and hfi
characteristics for eightmore distant ‘NV-axial−13C’ systemswere found [19]. In any case, the number of
available ‘axial’ 13C positions is insignificant and the question arises of whether there are other stability (or near-
stability) positions for 13C spins near theNV center in diamond. Considering the great interest in experimental
research into non-flipping e−n spin systems, herewe did a systematic study of all possibleNV−13C systems in
theC510[NV]

-H252 cluster, tofind among them the stable (or near-stable)n-spins.We showed that, alongwith
the above-mentioned stable ‘NV-axial−13C’ systems, there aremany other near-stable non-axialNV−13C spin
systemswherein the 13C n-spins are located basically in the diamond bilayer being perpendicular to theNV axis
and containing the vacancy of theNV center.

2.General consideration of an arbitrary hfi-coupledNV−13C system

We start with an analysis of the internal dynamics of an arbitraryNV−13C spin system comprising the e-spin
S =1 of the ground-stateNV center, coupled to the n-spin


I =1/2 of a 13C atomdisposed somewhere in a

diamond lattice, and consider the spinHamiltonianH of the system

g g= - + + ⋅ - ⋅ +
   

[ ( ) ] ( )H D S S S S B I B H1 3 , 1Z hfi
2

e n

written in the principal axes coordinate systemof theNV center (NV-PACS), where theZ axis is taken along the
С3V symmetry axis of the center while theX andY axes are fixed arbitrarily. The spin operators


S and


I have the

components SX, SY, SZ, IX, IY, IZ, being the standard S=1 and I=1/2 spinmatrices in theCartesian
representation. Thefirst term in (1) takes into account the zero-field splitting of themS= 0 andmS=±1 e-spin
substates due to dipole−dipole interaction between two unpaired electrons of the center (D= 2870MHz [21])
underlying the triplet e-spin


S = 1 of the center. The second and third terms describe the Zeeman interactions of

the two spins

S and


I with the externalmagnetic field


B .γe=2.803MHz gauss−1 and γn=1.071 kHz gauss−1

are theNV center e-spin and the 13C n-spin gyromagnetic ratios, respectively. The last term in (1) describes the
hfi of the two spins


S ,

I and can bewritten as = ⋅ ⋅

  
H S A Ihfi where


A is the hfi tensor presented in theNV-

PACS by the symmetricmatrixAKL (K, L=X, Y, Z), whose elements depend on the position of the 13C atom
with respect to theNV center. Aswe are focusing here onNV−13C systems, for simplicity we do not take into
account in (1) the presence of the internal n-spin I(N)= 1 of the 14Nnucleus of the center and its intrinsic hfiwith
theNV e-spin aswell as the quadrupolemomentQ=−5.01 MHz [21] of the 14Nnucleus. (Note in this regard
that, experimentally, the 14Nn-spin projection of the singleNV center can be kept fixed, while the effect of the
quadrupolemoment results only in the total shift of the energy levels of theNV−13С spin systemunder
consideration.)

As is well known [22], the hfi tensor

A can be subdivided into the isotropic (Fermi contact) and the

anisotropic (dipolar) parts:

= ⋅ +
 

( )A A I T a2iso 3

2
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where I3 is the unitmatrix 3×3,

R is the vector connecting the electron and the nucleus, having spatial

componentsRK(L) (K, L=X,Y,Z) and lengthR. Y


( )R is the electronwavefunction at the position of the 13C
nucleus, and the angle brackets are used to indicate the average over electron spatial coordinates. Evidently, the
isotropic part can be determined from the full hfimatrixAKL asAiso=Tr(A)/3, and one can check that
Tr(T)=0.

In the general case thematrixAKL of the tensor (2a) is non-diagonal in theNV-PACS due to the presence of
non-diagonal elements in the dipole−dipole termTKL atK ≠ L. However, symmetry properties allow the
zeroing out of some of them. In particular, for eachNV−13C spin system theTKLmatrix can be simplified by
choosing theX axis in such away that theXZ plane passes through the 13C atomof the system [23]. In this
specificNV−13C-PACS, all elements of the respective hfimatrix ¢AKL being non-invariant with respect to the
inversion of theY coordinate are zero due to theCS symmetry of the system. The hfi term then takes the form
[23]: ¢ = ¢ + ¢ + ¢H A S I A S I Ahfi XX X X YY Y Y ZZ + ¢ +( )S I A S I S I ,Z Z XZ X Z Z X where the prime indicates the usage of the

specificNV−13C-PACS. The only non-diagonal termpresenting in thematrix ¢AKL is the element ¢A .XZ

Evidently, in each case, the hfimatrix ¢AKL in theNV−
13C-PACS can be obtained from the respective hfimatrix

AKL found somehow in the otherNV-PACS, by the unitary transformation ¢ = q q
-A U A U1 . qU is the rotation

matrix about theZ axis by some angle θ,which can be determined straightforwardly when one knows the
coordinates of the particular 13C atom.

Inmany practical cases (excluding those atB∼1027 gauss, where avoided-crossing of sublevels with
mS=0 andmS=−1 takes place), a good approximation for the energies, eigenstates and transition rates for
theNV−13C spin system is provided by the secular approximationwhere only the termswith SZ are kept in the
hfi termof theHamiltonian (1): » + +( )H S A I A I A I .hfi

s
Z ZX X ZY Y ZZ Z Using this approximation, one can find

that the energy levels of an arbitrary spin systemNV−13C in amagnetic fieldB, aligned along theZ axis, are

g= +  D = ++ ( )E D B m a3 2, 1, 3B S6,5 e

g= -  D = -- ( )E D B m b3 2, 1, 3B S4,3 e

g= -  = ( )E D B m c2 3 2, 0, 3S2,1 n

where gD = + ( )T A B ,B ZZnd
2

n
2 AZZ=Aiso+TZZ, = +T T TZX ZYnd

2 2 and the system states are numer-
ated in accordancewith the increase of their energies. It follows from equations (3a) and (3b) that in the presence
of amagnetic fieldB (B||OZ) the hfi splitting of the Zeeman-shifted e-spin substatesmS=±1 are given by the
parametersD

B , respectively, with the signs±corresponding to e-spin projectionsmS=±1. At zeroBfield

both splittingD
B are reduced toD = +T A .ZZ0 nd

2 2 Additionally, according to equation (3c), themagnetic
fieldB||OZ splits the e-spin substatemS=0 by the value d g= Bn n due to the nuclear Zeeman effect.

Respectively, in the secular approximation, the eigenfunctions Y ña∣ , corresponding to the eigenvalues (3),
can bewritten explicitly through the hfimatrix elements as

Y ñ ñ∣ ∣ ( )a0 , 41

Y ñ ñ∣ ∣ ( )b0 , 42

g

g g
Y ñ

- + + D

+ + D +
ßñ +

+ + D +
ßñ

-

- -
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3
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nd
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2
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6
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n
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2

where the states ñ = ñ∣ ∣I , ñ = ñ∣ ∣II , ñ = ñ∣ ∣III0 , ñ = ñ∣ ∣IV0 , ßñ = ñ∣ ∣V , and ßñ = ñ∣ ∣VI are the
basis states ñ∣m m,S I for the two-spin systemunder consideration, with the first double arrows  ß, , or 0,
depicting theNV e-spin projectionsmS=+1,−1, 0 and the second arrows  , indicating themI=½,−½
projections of the 13Cn-spin.

3
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From equations (4a) and (4b) one can see that the substates Yñ∣ 1 and Y ñ∣ 2 of an arbitrary spin systemNV−13C
in the externalmagnetic fieldB||OZare the basis states ñ º ñ ñ º ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣III IV0 , 0 wherein the 13Cn-spin is

quantized along theNV symmetry axis and has n-spin projections ( )mI
C =½,−½. In contract, in the general

case the substates (4c)–(4f) belonging to themS=±1manifolds are themixtures of the basis states
ñ = ñ ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣I II, and ñ = ßñ∣ ∣V , ñ = ßñ∣ ∣VI , with coefficients depending on the hfimatrix

elements and on themagnetic field. From this it follows that the 13Cn-spin does not change its projectionwhen
theNV e-spin is in themS=0 state, while it will oscillate between the basis states ñ = ßñ∣ ∣V , ñ = ßñ∣ ∣VI or
the states ñ = ñ ñ = ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣I II, due to the hfiwith theNV e-spin havingmS=−1 ormS=+1 projections,
respectively. One canfindwithin the secular approximation that, for example, in the case of themS=−1 e-spin
state, the 13Cn-spin prepared in the ñ = ßñ∣ ∣V state at time τ= 0 can be found in the state ñ = ßñ∣ ∣VI at time
τwith the probability tG = D D- -( ) [ ( ) ] ( )/ /t T sin 2 .VI V B B, nd

2 2 2 Analogously, in themS=+1manifold the
probability of the 13C n-spin flipping from the initial state ñ = ñ∣ ∣II to the state ñ = ñ∣ ∣I is

tG = D D+ +( ) [ ( ) ] ( )/ /t T sin 2 .I II B B, nd
2 2 2 In an experimental setting, however, one usuallymeasures the average

n-spin flip rate by observing the spin systemover rather a long time. Under these conditions the time-averaged
n-spin flip rates are proportional to G = D ( )TB Bnd

2 2 (see also [24]). At zeromagnetic field the 13C n-spin flips
with a rate proportional to the parameter G = +( )T T AZZ0 nd

2
nd
2 2 [17, 18, 24]. Note that by applying a strong

externalmagnetic fieldB||OZ (γnB?AZZ) one can substantially reduce the flipping ‘rate’ G
B in comparison

withΓ0 [17].
It follows from the above consideration that themost important parameter determining the value of the

flipping ratesΓ0, G
B (or the inverse quantities, the lifetimes τ0= 1/Γ0, t = G 1B B of the n-spin projection) is

the off-diagonal partTnd of the hfimatrixAKL. Clearly, if the quantityTnd is zero then the stochastic
13C n-spin

flipping dynamics will be absent and the 13C n-spin in such anNV−13C systemwill keep its state for a long time.
As pointed out in the introduction, this property is of great importance formany quantum-technology
applications ofNV−13C spin systems in diamond. In particular, recently, some relatively stableNV−13C spin
systemswere found both in natural [25] and in isotopically-engineered [26–28]diamond andwere used to
implement error correction codes. In all cases, a searchwas rather time-consuming because it was carried out by
a routine systematic study of a very large number ofNV−13C systems, tofind only a few stable ones among
them. Evidently, it would be preferable to have information about such systems in advance andwe hopewe
provide it below, using computational chemistry to simulate hfi in theC510[NV]

-H252 cluster hosting theNV
center in its central part (seefigure 1(a)).

3.Methods, results and discussion

The geometric structure of theC510[NV]
-H252 cluster was optimized, and spin density distribution over the

cluster was calculated using theDFT/B3LYP/UKS/MINI/3-21 G level of the theorywhich has been previously
[18] used for calculating the hfi characteristics of smaller diamond clusters, for which it showed good agreement
with the available experimental data. Calculations have been performed for the singly negatively charged cluster
in the triplet ground state (S=1). For geometry optimization, we used the FireflyQCpackage [29], which is
partially based on theGAMESS (US) [30] source code. The full hfimatricesAKL for all possible positions of the
13C atom in the cluster have been calculated using theORCA software package [31]. Calculations have been done
in theNV-PACS,wherein theZ axis is aligned along theNV center axis while theX andY axes are chosen
arbitrarily. TheNV-PACS originwas located at the position of theN atomof the center. Each possible position
of the 13C atom in the cluster was assigned its ownnumber. For example, the positions 1–3 and 4–6were the
nearest-neighbors of theN atomand the vacancy of theNV center, respectively, the positions 7, 8, 469 and 505
were ‘axial’ positions disposed from the vacancy andN sides, respectively, and so on.

Focusing here on the search for stability positions for the 13Cn-spin in the cluster we calculated the flipping
rates G = +( )T T AZZ0 nd

2
nd
2 2 , or respective ‘lifetimes’ τ0=1/Γ0, for all possibleNV−

13C systems in the cluster.
The results are shown infigure 1 (see also the table in the supplementary information available online at stacks.
iop.org/NJP/20/023022/mmedia)which presents the y-logarithmic bar graph of calculated 13Cn-spin
‘lifetimes’ as dependent on the number of the respective 13C position in the cluster. One can see that the
calculated ‘lifetimes’ differ considerably for different positions, and that among them there are special stability
(or near-stability) positions wherein the 13Cn-spin has a rather large ‘lifetime’, exceeding that for other positions
by two to four orders ofmagnitude. Infigure 1 these relatively stable positions are shown in various colors, to
highlight them against the other positions characterized by faster 13C n-spin flipping rates.

Having calculated, alongwith the hfi characteristics, the coordinates of all C sites in the relaxed cluster, we
determined the locations of the above-mentioned ‘colored’ stable positions in the cluster, which are shown in
figure 2where the corresponding positions are presented by the same colors as their ‘lifetimes’ shown in
figure 1(b). The fourmost stable positions—7, 8, 269 and 505, shown infigure 1(b) in red—are just the expected,

4
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and previously considered [18–20], ‘axial’ positions. The other near-stable ‘colored’ positions infigure 1(b)
having numbers in the 200s (plus positions 4, 5, and 6, shown in black) are located in the diamond lattice bilayer
(see, e.g., [32]) being perpendicular to theNV axis and passing through the vacancy (see figure 2 for better
illustration). Among them there are 18 quite stable positions, having ‘lifetimes’ of between 103 and 104, which
are shown in the enlarged view in the inset infigure 1(b). They can be classified as belonging to four families
[10, 18] of near-equivalent positions of 13C in the cluster, which exhibit near-equal values of experimentally-
measurable hfi characteristics due to the axial symmetry of theNV center.Wewill refer here to these near-stable
families as St1, St2, St3 and St4 below. They contain three, six, three and sixmembers, respectively.More
specifically (see the supplement), in our cluster, family St1 consists of the positions C222, C255 andC260; family
St2 of positions C223, C225, C256, C263, C269 andC275; family St3 of positions C214, C267 andC277 and
family St4 of positions C212, C216, C254, C264, C279 andC286. They are depicted infigure 2 in blue, green,
purple and brown, respectively. The same colors are used for the characteristics of themembers of these families
in the table in the supplement. Spatially, themembers of these near-stable families are located symmetrically
with respect to theNV axis in the vacancy-containing diamond bilayer at near-equal distances from the axis, as
shown infigure 2.Note that the first two families, St1 and St2, locatedwell inside the simulatedC510[NV]

-H252

cluster, were identified previously [18] in the smaller C291[NV]
-H172 cluster, where theywere termed theK2 and

Y families. Theirmembers are the fourth and fifth neighbors of the vacancy, respectively. One can see from
figure 2 that themembers of the two additional near-stable families St3 and St4, which are both the seventh

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the simulatedC510[NV]
-H252 cluster hosting theNV center in its central part. TheN atom is depicted in

blue, C atoms are shown in gray, andH atoms passivating dangling bonds at the cluster edge are represented by small light blue balls.
(b) ‘Lifetimes’ calculated for all possibleNV−13C spin systems differing in the n-spin position represented by its number in the cluster.
Positions exhibiting the longest lifetimes for the 13Cn-spin are depicted in different colors. Red bars show themost long-lived 13C
n-spins located at ‘axial’ positions, while the other less-stable positions are located basically in the diamond lattice bilayer being
perpendicular to theNV axis and passing through the vacancy (see figure 2). The inset shows 18moderately stable positions having
lifetimes exceeding those of the rest by at least two orders ofmagnitude. They can be divided into four families, termed St1, St2, St3
and St4, containing three, six, three and sixmembers with lifetimes shown by blue, green, purple and brownbars, respectively.

5
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neighbors of the vacancy, are located not far from the edge of the cluster, so that their hfi characteristics can be
influenced to some extent by theH-terminated cluster surface. Note also that themembers of the St1 family
which are nearest to the vacancy near-stable positions are situated in the lower sublayer of the vacancy-
containing diamond bilayer (β-layer in the terminology of [32]), while all the others are in the higher sublayer
(α-layer). It should be emphasized that the 13C n-spin located in one of the above 18 positions is approximately
two ordersmore stable than the next, less stable positions, shown infigures 1 and 2 in orange and black, and also
located in the vacancy-containing diamond bilayer. Additionally, there are nine less stable positions, shown in
figures 1 and 2 in yellow, which are located in two higher diamond bilayers disposed above the vacancy. The
reason for the exceptionally high stability of 13C n-spins at these sites is associatedwith the local symmetry of the
spin density distribution in the vicinity of these lattice positions, as will be discussed later.

Nowwewill present inmore detail the hfi and spatial characteristics of the above four families of non-axial
near-stableNV−13C spin systems, St1−St4. These characteristics can be important not only infinding the spin
systems experimentally—and in interpreting thesefindings in a diamond sample—but also in being able to
control their creationwith increased probability during diamond synthesis by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). The analysis showed that the calculated hfimatricesAKL of differentmembers in the same family were
approximately related to each other by the unitary transformation of rotation around theNV axis by angles of
2π/3. In turn, it is easy to verify that hfi parametersAZZ andTnd are invariant with respect to rotation about the
NV axis, and are therefore characteristic for each family alongwith the observables constructed from these
parameters, e.g. the zero-field hfi splittingD = +( ) /T AZZ0 nd

2 2 1 2 of the substatesmS=±1 and the hfi-induced
13Cn-spin flipping ratesΓ0 (or ‘lifetimes’ τ0=1/Γ0). These quantities have been calculated for all possible
positions of the 13C n-spin in the cluster (see the supplement) and, in particular, for the St1−St4 families.
Simultaneously, we found the spatial characteristics for eachmember of the near-stable families, viz theZ
coordinate of the familymember, and its distance from theNV axis and from theN atomof theNV center.
Again, the coordinates of the familymembers were approximately related by the unitary transformation of
rotation around theNV axis by an angle of 2π/3. Clearly, due to thefinite size of the cluster therewas no exact
symmetry and, hence, no exactmutual correspondence of the calculated hfimatrices through the above-
mentioned 2π/3Z-axial rotations, nor of the spatial characteristics for variousmembers within the near-stable
families. Therefore, in table 1 below, we present data which are the averages of those calculated for allmembers
of the respective families. Diagonalization of the calculated hfimatricesAKL gave their principal values

= - -A A T r,XX
d

iso
d = - +A A T r,YY

d
iso

d = +A A T2 ,ZZ
d

iso
d whereTd and r are the axial and rhombic

components of the hyperfine tensor. Typically, the rhombic componentwasmuch less than the axial one,
justifying the often-used description of hfiwith only two parameters =∣∣A AZZ

d d and = =Â A AXX YY
d d d , but our

Figure 2. Illustrations showing the locations of the quite stable positions for the 13C n-spin in theC510[NV]
-H252 cluster.Most of them

are located in the diamond bilayer containing the vacancy. The colors chosen are the same as those infigure 1 representing the
‘lifetimes’ calculated for the correspondingNV−13C systems. (a) Side view of the cluster in the direction perpendicular to the (111)
crystallographic direction, (b) top view of the vacancy-containing diamond bilayer along the (111)directionwith an indication of the
numbers of respective sites for the 13Cn-spin in the cluster (see also the supplement). The large blue ball, N1, is the nitrogen atom
belonging to theNV center.
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calculation showed that in some cases the rhombicity contributionwas essential, and even exceeded the axial
component. In particular, formembers of the St1 family the rhombicity was only approximately twice as small as
the respective axial parts. Additionally, we found all cosines between different axes of theNV-PACS and
13C-PACS. In table 1we give only the values (averaged over themembers of the St1−St4 families) of the
( )Ud 33=cosZz, which is the cosine between respectiveZ and z axes in both coordinate systems.

One can see from table 1 that among axial atoms the highest hfi has the 13C atom in theC7 position. The
other axial C8 position from the vacancy side, and theC469 andC505 positions from theN atom side, exhibited
the valuesAZZ=86.5, 99.5 and 58.6 kHz. For all of them, theAZZ values were positive and, due to negligible
values ofTnd, gave a basic contribution to the respective zero-field hfi splitting,Δ0, which can bemeasured
experimentally. Note that our previous calculations [18] for the smaller cluster C291[NV]

-H172 predicted a
slightly smaller value ofΔ0=187 kHz for theC7 position.Moreover, in [18] two other axial positionswere
studied, analogous to theC8 andC469 positions in table 1, for whichwe found close values ofΔ0=94.7 kHz
and 99.3 kHz. The values of cosZz for all axial 13C positionswere equal to±1, indicating that quantization axes
for such n-spins coincide with the symmetry axis of theNV center.

Unlike for the above axial stability positions, all the values ofAZZ calculated for the non-axial stableNV−
13C

systems listed in table 1were negative. The resultsAZZ=−1001.6 kHz andAZZ=−204.9 kHz for the St1 and
St2 families are close to the analogous data (AZZ=−1011 kHz andAZZ=−228 kHz) previously obtained for
the smaller cluster [18]. Respective zero-field splittings for the St1 and St2 families are rather large
(Δ0=1001.8 kHz andΔ0=204.9 kHz, respectively)while formore distant St3 and St4 families the calculated
values ofΔ0 are about 50 kHz. For all non-axial stable 13C positions the values of cosZz are close to zero,
indicating that quantization axes for such n-spins are perpendicular to the symmetry axis of theNV center.

To understand the reasonwhy the values of the parameter = = +A T T TZX ZYnd nd
2 2 are negligible for the

non-axial positions St1−St4we need to simulate the local distribution of the e-spin density r r r= - S in the
vicinity of these positions because these elements can be presented as (see, e.g., [33]):

ò

ò

g g r

g g r

=
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-

=
- -
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where r
( )rS is the e-spin density at point


r in the cluster,


R is the position of the 13Cn-spin and S is the total

e-spin of the system.Due to the nonlocal character of the anisotropic contributionT, the dipolar integral (5) is
over thewhole space of the e-spin density distribution, but because of the factor - - 

∣ ∣r R 5 the dominant
contribution ismade by the e-spin density in the nearest vicinity of the 13Cn-spin. From equation (5) it follows
that the dipolar terms vanish if the spin density r +

 
( )r RS

n observed from the point of the 13C nucleus is highly
symmetric. As pointed out previously [23], an arbitraryNV−13C spin systempossesses symmetryCS, which
means that in the specificNV-PACS havingXZ plane passing through this definite 13Cnucleus and containing
theNV axis, the spin density will be symmetric with respect to the changeY to –Y, resulting in the zeroing out of
thematrix elementTZY in (5).We verified numerically that in the transformed hfimatrices ¢AKL for each position
of 13C in our cluster the elementTZY (and, additionally, elementsTXY=TYX,TYZ=TZY)was zero. For example,
for theC222, C255 andC260 positions (belonging to the St1 family), the value of theZ axis rotation angle θ
needed to transform fromAKL (in the initial NV-PACS) to ¢AKL (in the aforementioned special NV-PACSs)was
found to be 8.91°, 128.049° and 69.042°, respectively.

To understandwhy the other elementsTZX for the stability positions also vanish, we simulated the spin
density distribution over the cluster using theGAUSSIAN’09 program suite [34]. Three examples of calculated

Table 1.Calculated hfi and spatial characteristics for the stability positions of the 13C n-spin in the studied cluster which exhibit the
lowestflipping rates Г0. HereΔ0 is the zero-field splitting of the spin sublevelsmS=±1 due to hfi.AZZ andTnd are the calculated hfi
matrix elements in theNV-PACS, cosZz are cosines of the angle between theZ axis of theNV-PACS and the z axis of the respective
13C-PACSwherein the hfimatrix is diagonal,RCN is the distance from the respective 13C atom to theN atomof theNV center,RCZ is
theZ coordinate of the 13C atoms, andRCXY is the distance from the 13C positions to theZ axis.

Position/family AZZ(kHz) Tnd(kHz) Г0 (×10−3) Δ0 (kHz) cosZz RCN
(Å) RCZ

(Å) RCXY
(Å)

C7(axial) 194.0 0.1 0.0003 194.0 −1.00 6.47 6.47 0

C8(axial) 86.5 0.3 0.014 86.5 1.00 8.05 8.05 0.004

C469(axial) 99.5 0.1 0.001 99.5 1.00 4.58 −4.58 0.003

C505(axial) 58.6 0 0 58.6 1.00 6.15 −6.15 0.004

St1 (average) −1001.6 14.5 0.2096 1001.8 −0.01 4.78 1.73 4.45

St2(average) −204.9 2.7 0.1747 204.9 0.001 5.82 2.25 5.36

St3(average) −53.0 1.3 0.5734 53.0 −0.01 7.78 2.21 7.46

St4(average) −51.9 0.9 0.3269 51.9 −0.001 8.15 2.24 7.83
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Figure 3. Isovalue surfaces of calculated spin density r
( )rS (positive values are shown in red, negative in blue) for the cluster

C510[NV]
-H252 taken at different densities (we took three isovalues=0.01 au−3, 0.001 au−3 and 0.0001 au−3). One can see that at

small isovalues of spin density the distribution is spread far from theNV center. The left-hand images show a top view along the (111)
axis view, those on the right show a side view.
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isovalue (=0.01 au−3, 0.001 au−3 and 0.0001 au−3) surfaces of the spin density distribution over the cluster are
shown (using two different points of view) infigure 3, with the semi-transparent red/blue lobes corresponding
to positive/negative values of the spin density. One can see from figure 3(a) that, as is well known (see, e.g., [9, 33,
35–40]), the spin density ismostly positive and localized on the three nearest-neighbor 13C atoms of the vacancy.
At smaller absolute isovalues (=0.001 au−3 and 0.0001 au−3) there are both positive and negative lobes
extending far enough from theZ axis and localized basically near and above the diamond bilayer containing the
vacancy of theNV center that is just in the areawhere the non-axial stability positions are located. Figure 4 shows
more clearly the symmetry of the local distribution of spin density at absolute isovalue 0.0001 in the vicinity of
the near-stable positions C222, C255 andC260 (belonging to the St1 family) and, additionally, in the vicinity of
near-stable positions C223 andC223 of the St2 family. One can see that the lobes of negative spin density near,
for example, the C222 position look like axially symmetric bubbles having the axis nearly coincidingwith theX
axis of the special NV-PACS forNV−13C222where theTZY element is equal to zero. (More careful analysis
showed that the symmetry axis is along the bond from theC222 site to the neighboring C237 site of the diamond
bilayer i.e. it consists of the tetrahedral angle 109.5°with theZ axis.) It is because of this axial symmetry of the
local spin density distribution around this position that theTZX element in the hfimatrix for the 13Cnucleus in
theC222 position also becomes practically equal to zero, resultingfinally inTnd= 0 and, hence, non-flipping 13C
n-spin in this position. Analogous local symmetry of the spin density distribution occurred for the other near-
stable non-axial positions of 13C in the cluster. It is important to note that a vanishing or small perpendicular hfi

coupling strength = +T T T ,ZX ZYnd
2 2 which is essential for n-spin robustness, leads in general to a vanishing or

slown-spinmanipulationmediated by the e-spin. This circumstance can be overcomewhen an artificial
perpendicular coupling is introduced by a resonant radiofrequency (RF)field.

One can see from figures 3 and 4 that theDFT-calculated spin density distribution over the cluster is rather
complicated, especially when considering small isovalue surfaces.Meanwhile, according tofigure 3(a), the basic
part of the spin density r

( )rS is localized near the three carbon atoms being the nearest neighbors of the vacancy
of theNV center. It would be instructive to compare the above correct DFT analysis of hfi characteristics in the
studied cluster with similar results obtained in the framework of the frequently used point-dipoles
approximationwhere one neglects theNV e-spin distribution. Assuming that theNV spin is completely
localized in themiddle point between the three nearest neighbors of theNV center vacancy, and using the
simulated coordinates of carbon atoms in the relaxedC510[NV]

-H252 cluster we calculated (see appendix), in the
dipole−dipole approximation, the hfi characteristics for all possible positions of the 13Cn-spin in the cluster.We
show that this approximation also predicts the presence of near-stable non-axial positions for 13Cn-spins
located in the diamond bilayer containing the vacancy and being perpendicular to theNV axis. However,
comparisonwith the data from theDFT simulation shows the importance of using an accurate, detailed spin-
density distribution of e-spin in the diamond clusters hosting theNV center, and demonstrates this with
examples ofmany cases where the simplified dipole−dipole description of hfi inNV−13C spin systems gives
incorrect results.

Figure 4. Symmetric negative spin density distributions at stable positions C222, C255 andC260 (belonging to the St1 family), and,
additionally, at stable positionsC223 andC225 of the St2 family. N1 is the nitrogen atomof theNV center, C4, C5 andC6 are the
nearest neighbors of the vacancy.
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4. Comparisonwith experiment

Asmentioned above, a number of studies [17, 25–28] have reported the experimental detection of almost-stable
NV−13C spin systemswith different characteristics. In particular, the stable systems exhibitingΔ0≈AZZ of
201 kHz [17], 89 kHz [26, 27] and 50 kHz [28] have been foundwhichwere close to the predicted values for the
St2 family, axial C8 position and the St3 or St4 families, respectively. To confirm the above theoretical
predictions inmore detail an additional experiment was undertaken using the near-stable systemNV−13C of
[28], whichwas used there to enhance quantummetrology by repetitive quantum error correction. The
experiment was performed on a singleNV center in an engineered diamondwith 0.1% 13C abundancy and a
near-stableNV−13C spin system exhibiting a lifetime of seconds at a lowmagnetic field B=340 gauss (B||OZ)
was found. To determine the strength of the diagonal hfi componentAZZ, an electron nuclear double resonance
experiment (see figure 5(a))was performed. In this experiment a RF pulse with variable frequencywas used to
identify the nuclear Larmor frequency in theNV sublevelsms=−1 andms=0. The results are shown in
figure 5(c). As one can see, in the case of themS=0 substate the signal peaked at∼362.2 kHz, which is just the
nuclear Larmor frequency γnB of the substatemS=0 in the systemNV−13C undermagnetic field B∼340
gauss. In turn, in the case of the substatemS=−1 the hfi-induced splitting

gD = + +- ( ( ) ) /T A BB ZZnd
2

n
2 1 2=313.1 kHzwas smaller inmagnitude indicating that the diagonal hfi

componentAZZ is negative. Assuming g+ ( )T A BZZnd
2

n
2 and therefore, using g= D --A B,ZZ B n we

calculated a diagonal hfi component of (−49.1±0.3) kHz. To determine the off-diagonal componentwe used
dynamical decoupling spectroscopy [12]. The sequence consisted of periodically-appliedmicrowave pulses,
which flip the e-spin of theNV center, and a free evolution between pulses which is adjusted to last half of the
nuclear Larmor period. The resonant interaction based on the off-diagonal hfi component is shown in
figure 5(d). To determine the strength ofTndwe compared the results with numerical simulations and estimated
a strength of (1.4±0.1) kHz. The error takes amisalignment of the externalmagnetic field of the order of 0.1
degrees into account. The simulationwas performed in an interaction picture rotatingwith the e-spin Larmor
frequency, and pure dephasing of the electronic part with an adjustable decay rate was included. The finite
duration of themicrowave pulses was taken into account and the experimental pulse sequencewas numerically
reproduced using themodelHamiltonian g= + ( )H H BI .hfi

s
z0 n

C By inserting the knownmagnetic field strength
aswell as the parallel hfi component from above, and testing different values for the decay rate and the
perpendicular hfi component, the optimal values describing our experimental results were found. The stability
of this n-spin is verified infigure 5(e), which shows a repetitive single shot readout [41] of the n-spin. From such
time traces we estimated an n-spin lifetime of 4 s at amagnetic field of 340 gauss.Whenwe compare the
experimentally-observed hfiwith the results of ourDFT simulations, we find good agreement with the stable
n-spin groups St3 and St4.

5. Conclusion

UsingDFT,we simulated theH-terminated cluster C510[NV]
-H252 hosting theNV center and found, for the first

time, the hfi and spatial characteristics of a new class of near-stableNV−13C spin systemswherein the 13Cn-spin
exhibits negligible hfi-induced flipping rates due to near-symmetric local spin density distribution. Spatially,
these positions of stability for the 13C n-spins are located in the diamond bilayer passing through the vacancy of
theNV center and being perpendicular to theNV axis. Analysis of available publications showed that,
apparently, some of the predicted non-axial near-stableNV−13C systems have already been observed
experimentally. A special experiment performed on one of these systems confirmed the predictionmade.

We hope that the data in table 1will help experimentalists find, identify and use these robustNV−13C spin
systems in emerging quantum technologies. It should also be pointed out that the predicted non-axial near-
stableNV−13C spin systems can be created duringCVDgrowth of (111) diamond samples by analogywith
recent creation [44–46] ofNV centers perfectly aligned in the (111) direction. Analogous stable n-spins coupled
to other paramagnetic centers can also be presented in diamond and in SiC.
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Appendix

Now that we have the results of aDFT simulation of the hfi characteristics (matricesAKL or their basic parts

= +T T TZX
2

ZY
2

nd andAzz) for the cluster C510[NV]
-H252with a correct account of spatial delocalization of the

NV center e-spin over the cluster described by the complicated spin-density distribution r
( )rS (figures 3, 4), it

would be instructive to compare themwith analogous data predicted in the framework of a simplified (but
intuitive and therefore popular) description based on the interaction of pointmagnetic dipoles m g= -

 
Se e of

Figure 5. (a)Measurement sequence for determining the parallel hfi component Azz. The e-spin isfirst polarized in one of themagnetic
sublevels yñ = = - ñ∣ ∣m 0 1 .s Following a previous projectivemeasurement [41], the n-spin is in one of the  ñ∣ eigenstates. The
quantization axis is defined by an external, staticmagnetic field alignedwith respect to theNV symmetry axis. After applying anRF
pulse (Rx)with a certain duration and a variable frequency, another projectivemeasurement of the n-spin follows and the
corresponding n-spin flip probability is calculated. The projectivemeasurement consists of a consecutively-applied block. Each block
consists of a CNOTgate (selective,microwave-driven spin-flip of electronwhen carbon spin is in ñ∣ -state), which correlates the
n-spinwith the e-spin, and an optical readout of the e-spin, which also polarizes the spin. The n-spin state is then verified after the
accumulation (N=10 000) ofNVfluorescence. (b)Measurement sequence for determining the non-diagonal hfi componentTnd.
Firstly, amicrowave pulse (Rπ/2) is applied to create e-spin coherence. Secondly, a periodical sequence ofmicrowave pulses is applied.
Each pulse (Rπ)flips the e-spin. The time period of the pulse sequence is 2τ. In addition, the rotation axis of the pulses is varied to fulfill
robustness against pulse error (XY8 sequence see [42, 43]). (c)Experimental results when themeasurement sequence of part (a) is
applied. The spin flip probability of the n-spin is shown against the frequency of the applied RF pulse. The left-hand plot corresponds
to the case where theNV is initialized inmS=−1 and anRFpulse length of about 5 ms is used. The right-hand plot shows the result
when theNV is initialized inmS=0 and anRF duration of about 2 ms is used. The red curves indicate aGaussianfit. (d)Experimental
results corresponding to the sequence shown in part (b). The inter-pulse spacing is adjusted to the Larmor precession of the n-spin
corresponding to 355 gauss. The normalizedNVfluorescencewhen the number of pulses (2 N) is increased is shown. In red, we show
the result of the corresponding simulation (seemain text). (e)NV fluorescence time tracewhen the n-spin state is continuously
measured.
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theNV center and m g=
 

In n of the 13C n-spin [47] :

 g g= ⋅ ⋅ - ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅-
        

[ ( )( ) ( )] ( )H S R I R R I S R S T I3 , A1d d
2

e n
2 5

where, as previously, γe and γn are the gyromagnetic ratios for theNV center and 13C, respectively,

S and


I are

the e- and n-spin operators,

R is theNV→13C vector (coordinates x y z) and


T is the dipole−dipole interaction

tensorwithout averaging over e-spin distribution. Aswas pointed out in themain text (see also [9, 35–40]), the
e-spin of theNV center ismostly localized on the three nearest-neighbor carbon atoms of the vacancy.
Therefore, within themodel of interacting pointmagnetic dipoles, we assume that theNV spin is completely
localized in themiddle point of the three carbon atoms (atomsC4, C5, C6 in the table in the supplement) and
have the coordinates (0, 0, 2.29)Å.Using the simulated coordinates of carbon atoms in the relaxed
C510[NV]

-H252 cluster and the values γe=1.8574*10−20 erg gauss−1 and γn=7.0944*10−24 erg gauss−1 we
calculated the dipole−dipolematrices


T for all NV−13C systems in the cluster using the expression (see also the

appendix in [48])
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where ann=1.54 Å is the nearest-neighbor distance for diamond, andmatrix elements are inMHz.Matrices
(A2) are the hfimatrices in the dipole−dipole approximation (with elements inMHz). Figure A1(a) shows the
bar graph of the off-diagonal elements = +T T TZX

2
ZY
2

nd of the hfimatrices calculated in the dipole−dipole
approximation using equation (A2). For comparison, infigure A1(b)we show the same quantities simulated
usingDFT.

A similar bar graph showing diagonal elementsTzz of thematrix (A2) for different 13C positions in the cluster
is presented infigure 2(a). Again for comparison, figures 2(b) and (c) show two (dipolar-likeTzz and isotropic
Aiso)DFT-simulated contributions to the diagonal elementAzz of the hfimatrices.

One can see from these twofigures that, formany remote positions of 13C in the cluster, the approximation
of the point dipoles workswell and its predictions are close to the results of theDFT simulation. At the same
time, for other positions its predictions differ substantially from those of theDFT simulation. Evidently, the
reason is in the complicated spin-density r

( )rS distribution over the cluster, which is not taken into account
within the framework of a simple dipole−dipole approximation.Moreover, the dipole−dipole approximation
does not take into account the isotropic contribution to hfiwhich, according tofigure A2(c), can be essential
even for rather distant positions of the 13Cn-spin.

Figure A1. (a)Non-diagonal = +T T TZX
2

ZY
2

nd elements of the hfimatrices calculated using equation (A2) for all possible positions
of the 13C n-spin in the cluster enumerated in the x axis. (b)The same data calculated usingDFT simulationwith the calculated e-spin-
density distribution r

( )r .S
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Figure A2. (a)DiagonalTzz elements of the dipole−dipole hfimatrices (A2), calculated for all possible positions of the 13Cn-spin in
the cluster. (b) and (c)Dipolar-likeTzz and isotropicAiso parts of the diagonal elementsAzz of the hfimatrices, calculated usingDFT
simulation.

Figure A3. (a)Lifetimes of variousNV−13C spin systems, calculated for all possible positions of the 13C n-spin in the cluster using
equation (A2). (b)The same data (figure 1 in themain text), calculated usingDFT simulation.
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Infigure A3we compare themain result of ourmain article, figure 1, with the predictions of dipole−dipole
calculations.

One can see from figure A3 that dipole−dipole approximation also predicts the presence of near-stable non-
axial positions for 13Cn-spins located in the diamond bilayer containing the vacancy and being perpendicular to
theNV axis. In table A1 belowwe give the values of non-diagonal (Tnd) and diagonal (Tzz andAiso) elements of hfi
matrices for 18 near-stable positions of 13C n-spin (members of the St1−St4 families, seemain text), calculated
in the dipole−dipole approximation and usingDFT.One can see that for the St1 family the dipolar
approximation does notworkwell due to the close proximity of theNV center, whereas for themore distant St2
−St4 families it givesmore-or-less similar results for dipolar contributions to the hfimatrices. Again, in all 18
cases the isotropic contributions were essential. It should also be noted that, according tofigure A3(a), the dipole
−dipole approximation prediction contradicts that ofDFT in the number of near-stable non-axial positions,
viz, alongwith the 18 near-stable positions belonging to the St1−St4 families and described both in themain text
and in table A1, the dipole−dipole approximation predictsmany additional near-stable positions which are
absent in theDFTdescription.

In conclusion, the above analysis shows the importance of obtaining an accurate description of the
complicated spin-density distribution of e-spin in the diamond clusters hosting theNV center, and
demonstrates this with examples ofmany cases where the simplified dipole−dipole description of hfi in
NV−13C spin systems gives incorrect results.
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C222(St1) 14 81.6 −200.7 −799.7 −210.2

C255(St1) 14.4 82.0 −200.1 −803.1 −209.1

C260(St1) 15.1 82.7 −200.5 −800.6 −209.6

C223(St2) 2.8 2.6 −150.1 −54.3 −129.2

C225(St2) 3 2.6 −150.2 −52.0 −129.0

C256(St2) 2.6 3.0 −149.9 −55.5 −128.7

C263(St2) 2.6 3.3 −150.4 −53.4 −129.0

C269(St2) 2.6 3.2 −149.8 −56.7 −128.6

C275(St2) 2.5 3.4 −150.1 −57.0 −129.2

C214(St3) 1.1 1.4 −50.6 −2.4 −48.0

C267(St3) 1.3 1.6 −50.5 −2.3 −47.8
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